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CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIONERS FOR NORTHERN IRELAND 
 

SUMMARY RECORD OF MEETING –9 December 2014 
 

GLASSHOUSE, STORMONT ESTATE 
 

ATTENDEES: 
 

 

Commissioners Secretariat 
 

Brian Rowntree, Chairperson Gemma Hughes 
Marion Matchett  Peter Murchan 
Vilma Patterson Carmel McDowell 
Jim Scholes Andrew Dodds 

 
 

Invitees: 
 

Apologies: 

Barry Jordan, DE Raymond Mullan 
Barbara Swales, DE Joanne Dowling 
Carmel McLarnon, CHR  
  

Welcome 
 
1. The Chairperson welcomed everyone to the meeting.  It was noted that this was 

Vilma Patterson’s last Business Meeting as a Commissioner before her time in 
office ends on 2 February 2015.  Peter Murchan was welcomed to the meeting. 
Peter had recently been appointed to the position of Deputy Secretary. 

 
Summary Record and Action Matrix of 23 September business meeting   
 
2. Commissioners agreed the Summary Record and Action Points and a minor 

revision to Action Point 7. (Removal of the word ‘agreement’).  The Chairperson 
and Jim Scholes confirmed they would meet to discuss the response to CIPFA.  
 

3. Jim Scholes highlighted that CSC business planning documents refer to statutory 
functions and that this will include chairing SCS competitions as was agreed at 
Commissioners’ statutory functionality meeting 11 November. 
 

Action: Secretariat amend minutes 
Chairperson & Jim Scholes – CIPFA Response 

 
Conflicts of Interest and Matters arising  

 
4. Commissioners confirmed that they had no conflict of interest in relation to the 

December business meeting agenda and papers. 
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Secretary’s Report 
 
5. In the Secretary’s absence Gemma Hughes updated the meeting on matters 

arising from the Secretary’s report. Commissioners discussed the loss of 
corporate memory that may occur as a result of two Commissioners’   Terms of 
Office ending in the coming year. It was agreed that Commissioners would 
invited to discuss their experiences and shared learning at a future meeting.  
 

6. Commissioner’s also agreed following a discussion on the budget that surplus 
budget funds should be surrendered to NIO. 

 
Action: Secretariat   -      Arrange meeting to discuss Commissioners   

experience and share learning 
                             Confirm budget easement to NIO 

 
7. The Chairperson provided an update to Commissioners in relation to a number 

meeting the Secretariat would be seeking to schedule, these included meetings 
with:  the Equality Commissioners; Human Rights Commission; possibly a 
meeting with CIPD and RSA in Northern Ireland; and separate meetings with the 
CPSA and the GB Commission. 
 

Action: Secretariat   -      Schedule meetings 
 

Appointment process for the appointment of Head of the Civil Service (HOCS) 

 

8. The Chairperson circulated the 8th December advice provided from the CSO to 
Commissioners.  Following discussion, Commissioners agreed that they would 
consider the matter further on receipt of detailed proposals from the NICS.  
Commissioners also agreed that they may wish to seek further advice from CSO 
to inform their consideration of the proposal. 

 

Action: Secretariat - Acknowledge CSO advice and advise further advice 

will be sought as necessary  

 

Secondments to the Department of Education (DE) [Paper 40/14] 
 
  [Barry Jordan DE, Barbara Swales DE and Carmel McLarnon CHR joined the      
  meeting for this item] 
 

9. Barry Jordan and Barbara Swales updated Commissioners on the current    
        secondments to DE in relation to the setting up of ESAIT and in particular 

problems encountered since the project began.   
 

10. During discussion Barry Jordan conveyed the respect that the DE has for 
Commissioners and their role and that DE had never envisaged the length of 
time it had taken to complete this project. He explained the position for the 
Department going forward which was subject to Royal Assent of the Bill in 
January and that he anticipated that the resulting status of these staff as 
secondees would end in April 2015. 
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11. DE agreed to write to Commissioners when Royal Assent has been granted 

outlining the Department’s intentions in relation to the establishment of the new 
Education Authority on 1 April 2015 and the consequences for seconded staff. 
This is expected to be January 2015.  

Action: DE to write to Commissioners 
 

12. The Chair pointed out that commentary on this matter would form part of our 
Annual Report in 2014/15. 

 
[Barry Jordan DE, Barbara Swales DE left the meeting] 
 
 
 
SIB [Paper 41/14] 
 
 

13. Carmel McLarnon (CHR) briefed Commissioners on the current position 
regarding outstanding information from SIB, which was due to be provided to 
Commissioners in November 2014.  
 

14. Ms McLarnon explained that only part of the information requested has been 
made available from SIB and it has only been provided under certain terms and 
conditions. CHR will write to Commissioners shortly with the details of these 
developments. 

 

15. Commissioners thanked CHR for their work on this issue and agreed to await the 
correspondence from CHR before considering their next step. 

 

Action:  Secretariat - Consider communication from CHR when received 
 
[Carmel McLarnon, CHR left the meeting] 
 

 
Audit Update [Paper 42/14] 
 
 

16. Commissioners noted that Quality Assurance and Audit Planning training had 
been arranged for 14 January 2015 delivered by CIPFA.  
 

17. Given the appointment of the new Deputy Secretary work on the 2014/15 Audit 
Plan will now resume.  Discussion on the 2014/15 audit topics and timetable took 
place.  It was agreed that the research work on NICS Recruitment Related Data 
would go ahead between now and April 2015.  
 

18. Gemma Hughes discussed the meeting with CHR on the 3 November and the 
issue in relation to strategic versus operational audits.  Marion Matchett 
confirmed Commissioners’ intention was to use a range of both strategic and 
operational techniques in the course of delivering their audit function. 
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19. Commissioners discussed Departmental assurances given to CHR, CHR’s policy 

role and their recent correspondence regarding the “policing” of departments.  
Commissioners discussed previous requests for the NICS Permanent 
Secretaries to provide annual assurance statements in 2012/13 and if seeking 
Departmental assurances should be progressed with PSG on 14 January.  It was 
agreed that the Secretariat would prepare a paper on Departmental Assurances 
for consideration prior to the PSG meeting on 14 January 2015. 

 
20. Commissioners agreed to alert PSG to this issue prior to the meeting. 

 
Action: Secretariat – Commence Recruitment Data research 

Alert PSG to the additional agenda item on Departmental Assurance Statements 
 

Agenda for PSG 14 January 2015 [Paper 44/14] 
 

21. The draft agenda for the PSG Meeting was discussed.  Two minor amendments 
were made and it was agreed to circulate to PSG and CHR for any comments 
before the meeting. 

Action: Secretariat 
 
Business Planning Documents 2015-2018 [Paper 45/14] 
 

22. Lead Commissioner for the business plan Jim Scholes led the discussion on the 
proposed strategic framework and business plan.  Following discussion, it was 
agreed, subject to minor amendments, the final document would be circulated to 
Commissioners. 

Action: Secretariat 
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